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Business Email Compromise has undergone a long evolution over the years. It has its roots in the classic 
Nigerian Prince Scam—the same principles apply to the more modern version, whereby someone is 
asking for something in return.

What made Business Email Compromise (BEC) so successful is that it started by spoofing CEOs or other 
executives. These attacks took off during COVID, when everyone was working from home and seeing an 
email from an executive made a lot of sense. 

But these emails shared something that could tip off eagle-eyed users. They did not come from the 
company address.

Instead of CEO@company.com, the email would be CEO@gmail.com

This is easy to for end-users to fall for. Most end-users aren’t actually looking at the email address, 
instead looking at the name associated with it. Seeing the CEO’s name on an email with an urgent  
ask—usually a quick phone call or purchase of a gift card.

Business Email Compromise is the most financially damaging form of attack. It’s a bit of 
misnomer, as it’s a phishing attack at its heart, but it uses classic business communication  
to steal information and money from end-users.
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There’s no compromise of the CEO’s account involved here, just a spoof of the account.

Hackers then evolved into compromising accounts—often of a partner or even an internal employee-and 
using those accounts to do what’s called thread hijacking. Hackers often hop into a thread that has to do 
with invoices or other bank details and redirect a routing number to their account.

Email security tools have evolved to identify and stop these on a consistent basis. So what do hackers do? 
They evolve into something new. We call these new attacks BEC 3.0.

BEC 3.0 involves the usage of legitimate sites, like Google, PayPal, Dropbox and more. By leveraging the 
trust of these sites, the emails always get into the inbox, and even advanced tools won’t detect them as 
illegitimate—because they are not! 

By leveraging legitimate tools for illegitimate means, hackers can bypass security tools and get more 
end-users to click and respond.

In this whitepaper, we’ll take a deep dive into how hackers are specifically using Google to launch these 
attacks. By leveraging Google tools, hackers can send out these attacks at scale, with limited chance  
for detection. 

Attack 1: The Google Docs Comment Feature
This attack starts like many others we’ve written about. All the hacker has to do is create a Google 
document. From there, the hacker shares the document with the end-user. Like sharing all Google docs, 
it’s done via email. Google sends the email directly; it comes from a no-reply@google.com address. 
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When the user clicks on the link, they will be redirected to the below Google doc.

This is a legitimate Google doc page. It’s supposed to be a OneDrive knockoff page, although having it 
built on Google sort of defeats the purpose.

Regardless, the link that is put on the Google page is where the attack gets you. 

That link once again is redirected to a fake crypto currency page, which has been taken down. 

A perfect example of BEC 3.0 is illustrated above. It takes away a lot of the uncertainty that BEC gives 
to hackers. A successful BEC is not as simple as the attacks of yesterday. With no link or malicious 
download, you are hoping that an end-user replies, engages and eventually hands over money. It’s not 
one-and-one. It requires a lot of time and energy. The payoff can be big. But you have to get to the payoff.

BEC 3.0 takes away some of that uncertainty. It requires the best of standard link or attachment-based 
phishing, with the social engineering and detection-evasion that can make BEC so successful.  
It leverages something we all trust–Google— and processes we all trust–getting a shared document 
from Google Docs. There is nothing inherently wrong with this. And, as a reminder, there’s nothing  
wrong with Google here. It’s taking advantage of how email protocols work.

Security professionals have a dilemma. You can’t block Google. Workers will revolt. What you can do 
is change how you evaluate all webpages, not just Google. That requires looking past NLP and actually 
emulating webpages behind the link. Integrating with browser security can be helpful here, too.

But as hackers shift, so must security professionals, and this shift is starting to happen right now. 
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Attack 2: Google Ads
Ads make the internet go round. And nobody does more with online ads than Google.

Google is the leading ads provider on the Internet, and companies large and small–including this  
one–use their services.

It’s simple and straightforward, and a great way to get the word out about your company or product.

Hackers are also utilizing it as a way to re-direct users to malicious sites of interest. 

This email actually starts as an impersonation of a Microsoft voicemail. The hope is that by seeing  
a missed voicemail, the user will click. Eagle-eyed end-users, however, will see that the URL has  
nothing related to Microsoft. It has a Google ads URL. This is where the re-direct begins.
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The image above showcases the website and the source code. This phishing page has been taken down. 
But when looking at the source code, we can see a few things.

It starts with this: http://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/aclk? 

This is the base URL for Google Ads' click tracking and redirection service.

Next, you’ll notice more in the URL string:

sa=L&ai=CmBRS6TOcUvTZBovMigfX94GACYCTocQEuKWxkX-x0vmLARABIOP7kwN-
QifqY-_z_____AWDhBMgBBOACAKgDAZgEBaoE1AFP0ALgkjZKVvUxSnSuWkeFSFNffu-
SO5dCnJMIGyIkqDFkRF8eYaufj8cYni9vHgnB0CoavOE6xpbEJmyHHBwAlPz_d2FGbLThMx-
et7Jwa1ttuG-Ra-Z3qiGcP1AtbBPaaVhems6qZaEuh5uW_6frHsKFj9JzFXCosy_lymdkYusU-
wrP4KYWqLKBgq3JKhZ9M1TQJCl4-cS8QqW3Q86fNDN_C5pos5PCMbpO8ksttqfLva6pZ2B-
50C3gFXrFkqMlJtHotMjxk4BAcY6chemGQkjY7eFUuAEAaAGGYAHoJvBIQ&num=1&sig=A-
OD64_02ou2n7YbGVaREeu0Sada57olJYw&client=ca-pub-6219811747049371&adurl=//
tinyurl%2ecom/5n8xt2mf?eq1=anZlcmJldGVuQGJrZC5jb20=
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These are the parameters used by Google Ads for tracking and analytics purposes, as well as the 
destination URL where the user will be redirected.

Instead of placing a business URL, the hacker places the TinyURL. That’s where the end-user will go,  
and in this case, it’s a malicious site. 

adurl=//tinyurl%2ecom/5n8xt2mf?eq1=anZlcmJldGVuQGJrZC5jb20=

Essentially, attacks are setting up a campaign using Google ads, and placing the redirect link on the URL.

By leveraging the trust and legitimacy of services like Google Ads, hackers are having a successful time 
getting their intended URL or payload to users.

In this case, by sneaking in a URL redirect into the parameters of a Google Ads script, the hackers can 
insert want they want with little notice.

We believe this is a true evolution in how hackers are operating. We predict that, by year’s end, this attack 
will become more and more popular.

And, we predict, more and more damaging.

Attack: Google Looker Studio
Google Looker Studio is a powerful data visualization software tool. Cyber criminals figured out they can 
use it to create visualizations to send realistic phishing materials. This attack was first seen on July 13, 
2023, and we have seen over a hundred of these attacks since then. 

Here’s how it works. Someone creates a Google document or Google Looker Studio page and shares it 
with a colleague or friend. The recipient receives a notification directly from Google, saying that someone 
has shared content that is awaiting comment or reply, via a click. The email comes directly from Google 
and is in fact legitimate. The recipient’s email security service would not and should not block that, 
because it is legitimate from Google. When the link is clicked, it directs to the Google Looker Studio page, 
Google Doc or Google Slide. That page is also legitimate—it is a Google page. There’s no spoofing. But 
embedded within that page, is a link that redirects the recipient to an external page designed to try to 
steal their credentials and other crypto-related information.
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Why is this significant? Previously, cyber criminals spoofed Google in their phishing emails. They did 
this by using email accounts that were similar to google.com. The URL might have an extra ‘o’ in it, or 
an extra ‘g’. Or maybe the URL is completely different and the logo is a bit off. These types of phishing 
attempts are easy to identify.

But in this new attack, it’s more difficult. The email is actually coming from Google—the call is coming 
from inside the house. Google is not being hacked or exploited here. Rather, hackers are creating free 
Google accounts like anyone can, and then putting malicious content onto a Google page. When they send 
that page, both email security services and users see that it comes from Google and think it’s safe.  
And then when they click on the link in the email, that also goes to a Google page. It’s only when they  
click on the link on the Google page that the danger is apparent. And by then it’s too late.

This attack starts with an email that comes directly from Google, in this case Google Looker Studio.

Hackers have created a report within Looker Studio. The email has a link to the report, saying that  
by following these investment strategies, users have seen a nice return. To access your account,  
just click here. 
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When you click, you’ll be redirected to this page. Again, it’s a legitimate Google Looker page.

Here, the hackers have hosted a Google Slideshow, saying how you can claim more Bitcoin.

From there, it goes to a login page that is designed to steal your credentials. 

But first, they give you even more urgency.
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In order to save your account, you have to login immediately. 

Then, of course, your credentials are stolen. 

Here’s another example:

This is a similar example, hoping to get the user to click on the report and allow the user to give access to 
their IP address to mine bitcoin. This one has a slight difference, in that there’s a malicious PDF attached 
at the bottom. This malicious PDF is actually a Trojan:
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The clever part here is that hackers are using Google Looker to get their malicious PDF into the inbox. 
Because Google is a trusted service, it often soars right into the inbox, malicious PDF or not. 

In the backend, you can see the signatures that Google uses to legitimize this page.

 
Let’s break this down a little bit. Sender Policy Framework, or SPF, is an email authentication method 
that is designed to prevent email spoofing by specifying which IP addresses or servers are authorized  
to send emails for a particular domain.

In this case, the SPF check has passed (spf=pass) because the sender’s IP address (209.85.160.70) is 
listed as an authorized sender for this domain: data-studio.bounces.google.com

Then, there’s DomainKeys Identified Mail, or DKIM. It’s another email authentication tool that uses 
cryptographic signatures to verify that the email’s content has not been altered during transit, and that it 
actually comes from the domain it says it does. In this case, the DKIM signature has passed (dkim=pass) 
and was verified for the domain google.com
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Next is Domain-based Message Authentication, Reporting, and Conformance, or DMARC. DMARC is a 
policy framework that builds on both SPF and DKIM to further enhance email authentication. It allows 
domain owners to specify what actions should be taken for any emails that fail SPF or DKIM. In this 
particular case, the DMARC check has passed (dmarc=pass) for the domain google.com, and the action 
specified is none. That means that no specific action is taken for failed emails. 

This is a long way of saying that hackers are leveraging Google’s authority. An email security service 
will look at all these factors and have a good deal of confidence that it is not a phishing email, and that it 
comes from Google. And it does! Because the attack is nested so deep, all the standard checks will pass 
with flying colors.

Now, this does require cooperation on the part of the user, to go through all the links and enter the 
required information. Not every user will do that. But as we say often, it just takes one successful attack. 

Attack: Google Collection
Google Collection is a cool tool that allows you to save links, images and videos and share them  
with others. 

In keeping with the spirit of the BEC 3.0 attacks, we’re going to highlight how hackers are using this tool 
to spread phishing. By leveraging the legitimacy of Google, hackers are able to hide malicious links  
within legitimate sites. 

This BEC 3.0 attack is yet another way hackers are tricking users into giving up sensitive information. 
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The first email comes in typical fashion, via a notification directly from Google. This is because the hacker 
shared the collection with the end-user. The email comes from a no-reply@google.com address. That 
address is legitimate and would be recognized as such by hackers and end-users alike. Clicking on the 
link is also okay–hovering over the URL will show a legitimate Googe link. Going to the page below is 
also, you guessed it, a legitimate Google page. 

Google collections work like above, with a number of different card like figures. You can link to images, 
webpages, etc within that collection. Clicking on the card leads to the below page:
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This is the link that they eventually want you to get to, which is a Google form. This will redirect to a fake 
cryptocurrency site, which will eventually steal money. 

The bottom of the Google page tells an important distinction: “This content is neither created nor 
endorsed by Google.” 

What we’re saying here is critical: This isn’t to say that Google is now illegitimate or dangerous.  
Quite the contrary. But Google, like many sites, allows you to put any content on their page. Hackers are 
abusing this privilege by placing illegitimate, malicious sites. 

To better ensure that their payloads get to their target, they are nesting it. It’s not in the first link in the 
email. It’s not in the second link that you click. It’s hidden in the third link. 

So yes, end-users have to get through all these links and layers, and that’s certainly not a guarantee. 

But when they see Google link after Google link, the hesitancy might start to drop. And when the guard 
drops, users might be more freewheeling with their mouse clicks. 

That’s the hope of BEC 3.0. It’s not trickery, but rather using what the user knows against them.  
Because it seems so standard–because it is so standard–users might be more willing to cooperate.

That, in turn, could lead to some real damages. 
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Summary
Google is a safe service. It has not been hacked by an army of hackers around the world.

Rather, hackers are using its services as a springboard to launch their attacks.

The legitimacy of Google, in other words, is being taken advantage of. By starting the phishing trail  
via Google, it makes security services think that email is clean. That’s because it is clean! The end-user  
is more likely to click on a legitimate link from Google than they are a suspect link. 

The end-user does have to take a few steps to give over their credentials. But most phishing attacks  
work that way. What hackers are doing is making the steps more believable and realistic.

BEC 3.0, our term for these attacks, can happen on pretty much any free service that can send out 
emails. But blocking these services isn’t an option, either.

That’s the brilliance of these attacks.

Harmony email researchers expect these attacks to skyrocket in the end of 2023 and beyond.

It’s time to get ready.
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